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Brazil’s biodiversity isn’t only a boon for wildlife fans — it’s 
fantastic for foodies too. And eating your way around the 
Amazon proves the best way to connect with its people Amazon proves the best way to connect with its people 
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River forage
The banks of the 
Amazon are 
a veritable larder 
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In the pink
A traditional Umbanda 
ceremony – led by 
a giant in magenta — 
offers a warm welcome 
to the island of Marajó
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W
e arrived at the hut as 
fruit bats were leaving 
the trees and fl ocks of 
parakeets returned to 
roost. The Amazon night 
was thick and moist, 
aromatic with tropical 
fl owers and the scent of 
brazilwood burning on 
a stone stove somewhere 

along the dirt street. The cicadas and tree frogs were in full chorus. 
Moths fl ittered around the street lights.

A man was waiting at the gate of the hut. He said nothing as we 
arrived, just beckoned us on through a little lawned garden, down 
a path round the back of the shack, past a brilliant-pink jambo tree 

and into a room. It was lit with low, incandescent light and was 
bare but for a few benches and an altar in the corner covered in the 
effi  gies of Catholic saints and bottles of potion. Drummers and 
congregants were gathered around the walls and a huge man sat on 
a chair in the room’s centre. He was wearing a shocking-pink, 
faux-silk dress and a gaily tilted satin Gainsborough hat.

All heads turned to see us as we shambled in awkwardly. The giant 
in the pink dress just stared, sipped beer from a sherry glass that 
looked like a thimble in his huge hand, stared again. Then, as the 
silence became almost tangible, he roared into song: “Refl etiu a luz 
divina [The divine light refl ected] / Com todo seu esplendor [with all its 
splendour] / vem do reino de Oxalá [from the kingdom of Oxalá] / 
Onde há paz e amor [where there is peace and love]”.

Drummers lost in the shadows in the room’s far corner suddenly 
pounded into action and the giant rose from his chair and began to 

rock and sway rhythmically while roaring out more verses from his 
song. Others joined him and the dancing became frenzied. I felt 
myself swaying, slipping into trance. My friends looked on with jaws 
dropped. Incense rose in thick swirls from a burner waved from side 
to side by a devotee. The giant roared louder and louder. And then... 
halted. As immediately as he had begun. 

The room lapsed once more into silence. The giant’s eyes were 
fi xed on us. Then he broke into an enormous grin, gesticulated 
warmly and spoke, in Portuguese. “Welcome to our community! 
May you, our white-skinned friends receive many blessings.”

Little is more Brazilian than the old religion of Umbanda – a heady 
mix of West Africa, indigenous America and Catholic Europe. The 
three continents mix in Umbanda’s spirit-saints, its rituals, rhythms, 
symbols. From Umbanda and its relatives came samba and capoeira. 
And many of Brazil’s home-grown dishes. Ogum (or St George), the 

power of thunder, is sustained by off erings of 
the country’s national dish feijoada – a rich 
meat stew. Oxum (Our Lady of Assumption), 
the spirit-power of fresh water, prefers 
prawns and beans. 

After the ceremony the giant brought us 
together to eat acaraje – an African-Brazilian 
falafel, spiced with chilli and fl avoured with 

rich prawn paste, which is sacred to Iansa (Saint Barbara). We drunk 
it down with fresh cashew fruit juice – silky soft and fragranced, sour 
yet sweet. In the communion of food we ceased to be spectators on 
the edge of a strange ceremony. We had been welcomed in. 

Food of the forest
The trip I’d signed up for had promised as much. The journey would, 
they said, make connections. We would get to know Brazil from rural 
and urban roots to high tables. We’d visit some of the poorest 
communities and see what connected them to the fi nest restaurants. 
It would, they said, be spectacular. I’d no idea what to expect. 

But I knew it would be something diff erent even at the airline 
luggage desk in Heathrow.

“You’re going to Rio, yes?” said the check-in clerk. 
“No. Belém.”

‘The giant in the pink dress just stared, 
sipping beer from a sherry glass that 
looked like a thimble in his huge hand’
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Cocoa heaven
(clockwise from this) 
The cocoa fruit and 
Dona Nina in her 
kitchen with its produce 
– a packet of freshly 
made Amazon 
chocolate; shopping, 
Amazon-style; the 
superfruit açai grows 
around Belém 
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“I’m sorry, where?”
“Belém. Bell. Aing.”
I hadn’t heard of it either. But it was easy to reach. Six hours after a 

brief change of plane in Lisbon, the city was below us – a tumble of 
18th century terracotta roofs backed by a jagged line of concrete 
spires and set amid an Amazonian wilderness. There were no roads, 
just city streets, and boats everywhere – fi shing barques, longtails 
and huge cargo tankers dwarfed by the chocolate-brown River 
Guamá, a southern branch of the Amazon. The Amazon proper 
stretched on the other side of the plane, its mouth choked by a huge 
swampy archipelago of forest-covered islands stretching as far as the 
distance between London and Newcastle.

After landing we wandered the colonial streets and grand avenues 
of Belém, which grew rich on the brief 19th-century Amazon rubber 
boom. We explored Ver-o-Peso market in search of the açai berry, the 
in-favour superfruit that grows in the nearby forests. In the evening 
we sampled takaka, an energising prawn soup cooked in sour manioc 
juice and spiced with jambu leaves (known as ‘electric daisies’); it set 
the mouth tingling and fi lled the veins like a shot of Red Bull. 

The journey was all about food, and on our second night we 
fi ne-dined in the Remanso do Bosque, number 38 on the San 
Pellegrino list of the best restaurants in Latin America. We enjoyed 
a degustation menu of Amazonian fl avours, from fragrant pacu fi sh 
to tart pupunha berry and energising açai to Amazonian chocolate. 

The following morning we chugged out of Belém in an old Amazon 
riverboat with the restaurant’s star chef Thiago Castanho. He would 
show us where he sourced some of his ingredients. 

The boat crossed the broad stream of Guamá 
and plunged into a tiny creek in one of greater 
Belém’s myriad islands. Kingfi shers fl itted in 
front of us. Egrets fl oated from branches like 
falling fl owers. We passed stilthouses, their 
legs long and bare in the low tidal water, their 
lower reaches ringed with encrusted barnacles. 
Children waved from dugouts as mothers 
paddled with whittled oars and fathers cast nets. 
After almost an hour we pulled in at a jetty. 

Dona Nina was there to greet us – 
a little round woman, face as brown 
as the river, smile as white as 
a frangipani fl ower. She took us for 
a walk in her kitchen garden, which 
merged with the forest itself.  
There were spindly açai palms 
and bacuri trees topped by big 
pink fl owers. And there were 
camu camu bushes, heavy 
with ripe red berries that 

‘At the huge ranches on the island we rode with water 
buff alo – whose milk is key to South America’s fi nest 
mozzarella – herding them with Amazon cowboys’

◃

▹

Cowboy cuisine
Buff alo milk is used 
to make high-quality 
mozzarella – the kind 
of produce Belém 
chef Thiago Castanho 
(below) tries to source 

show us where he sourced some of his ingredients. 
The boat crossed the broad stream of Guamá 

and plunged into a tiny creek in one of greater 
Belém’s myriad islands. Kingfi shers fl itted in 
front of us. Egrets fl oated from branches like 
falling fl owers. We passed stilthouses, their 
legs long and bare in the low tidal water, their 
lower reaches ringed with encrusted barnacles. 
Children waved from dugouts as mothers 
paddled with whittled oars and fathers cast nets. 
After almost an hour we pulled in at a jetty. 

Dona Nina was there to greet us – 
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looked like round red grapes – their flesh holds more Vitamin C 
than any other fruit. 

We reached Dona Nina’s chocolate orchard, sited next to an 
enormous kapok tree. Thiago split a yellow pod-like cacao fruit to 
reveal custardy white pulp and dozens of creamy bean-like seeds. 
Dona Nina took us to her kitchen to show us how she roasted these 
white seeds into brown cocoa beans. We ground them into pure bars, 
sweetening them with raw cane sugar, working amid the thick, 
intoxicating smell. Our mouths watered. Afterwards, we eagerly 
accepted samples. The chocolate melted on our tongues, as rich as 
the Amazon rainforest itself.

The next day we flew to Marajó, a beach-fringed island as big  
as Switzerland that sits in the Amazon’s mouth. We had our 
Umbanda ceremony here. We also visited huge island ranches to  
ride with water buffalo, herding them with Amazon cowboys. The 
cowboys milked the beasts in order to make South America’s finest 
mozzarella; we ate the cheese, and the buffalo too, in a supper of 
steaks as tender as sashimi with mozzarella and tomato salad. We ate 
the meal on a wooden deck over an Amazon tributary to the music of 
the forest and under the light of the full moon and stars. Then, after 
five days, we left the rainforest and took a plane south to São Paulo 
– the biggest, brashest city in South America.

From ex-felons to fine dining
São Paulo crowds together. High-rise concrete clustered in streets 
that stretched to every horizon. Multi-lane highways rushed 
between, clogged with traffic. Helicopters whirred overhead. At 
night the city flashed and blinked with neon and argon and the 
arrival of hundreds of planes. This is South America’s hub, where the 
continent meets for business and where the myriad peoples of Brazil 
swarm together in search of a better life, filling hive-like breeze-bloc 
favelas (slums) that crowd around the city’s sprawling outskirts.

We headed to the outskirts on our first two days in the city to visit 
two remarkable social projects, both of which work with food. 
Cidades sem Fome (Cities Without Hunger) has recuperated 
hectares of inner city waste land, much of it under electricity pylons, 
and turned it into urban orchards and vegetable patches providing 
everything from mangoes and bananas to cabbage and kale. 

I met Genivaldo, a favela factory worker who migrated from the 
north-eastern state of Pernambuco decades previously, and who now 
lives as a gardener. “This place has totally changed my life,” he told 
me. “I work with Mother Earth again, like I did when I was a boy. My 
health has improved. So has the community. I’ve seen this area turn 
from a rocky waste to a fertile orchard. We now have organic food for 
a cheaper price than you can buy regular food in the supermarket.” 

Beach break
Just outside São 
Paulo’s sprawl,  
beaches such as 
Ubatuba offer respite 

▹ 

▹
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We cooked moqueca, a spicy coconut and seafood stew, in 
a home nearby and ate it in a leafy garden built under pylons – a green 

swathe cutting through the city’s interminable concrete.
The next day at Gastromotiva we met ex-prisoners 
from São Paulo’s crowded gaols, whose lives had 
been turned around by cooking. A scheme funded 
in part by our tour operator and supported by 
some of the city’s most distinguished restaurants 
trains them as chefs, giving them jobs in the city’s 
ever-growing gastronomic sector. 

Maria told us how the project had turned her 
fortunes around. “Thanks to Gastromotiva I now 

have a real future,” she said, tears in her eyes. 
“I send money back home to my kids 

every month. And now I have a real 
chance of getting a job at the D.O.M.”

At number nine on the San 
Pellegrino list, and with two 

Michelin stars, D.O.M is the  
fi nest restaurant in Brazil, 
if not Latin America. Its 
owner – DJ-turned-chef 
Alex Attala – has spent 
decades travelling the 
Amazon in search of 
new ingredients. He’s 
a vigorous supporter 

of Gastromotiva.

Alex greeted us 
personally at D.O.M when 
we met for our last fi ne-dining 
meal. “Bem Vindo! Welcome!” 
he said enthusiastically. 

Alex sat down to eat with us, 
gathered over a round table. We had 
pirarucu, a giant Amazon lungfi sh, served in 
a tucupi and tapioca sauce; the fi sh’s cod-like white fl esh 
was perfectly off set by the rich tang of the tucupi and the electric 
buzz of the jambu leaf. We sampled squid with cashew fruit and 
ate Amazon ant, as zesty as lemongrass. We had fettucine made 
from hearts of palm – all the fl avour of pasta but without the 
high-carb stodginess.

As we ate and chatted it seemed that all the threads of the trip 
had come together – from the community connection with 
Gastromotiva to the celebration of those fabulous ingredients 
from the Belém Amazon to the convivial, personable warmth of 
Alex Attala himself. 

By sharing food and sharing lives, we felt like we had ceased to be 
visitors. We had made connections – with each other, with Brazil. 
Our journey had taken us into the heart of the country’s forests and 
cities; we had foraged for its food, encountered its cultures and 
communed with its people everywhere from village shacks to  
gourmet restaurants. The trip had broadened our understanding, 
broadened us as people. And in our fi nal toast we brought our glasses 
together in homage to the journey, to new connections and the hope 
of exploring more cultures together.

‘By sharing food and sharing lives, 
we felt like we had ceased to be 
visitors – we had made connections’

▹
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Master chef
Alex Attala cooks 
a mean Amazon ant

personally at D.O.M when 
we met for our last fi ne-dining 

! Welcome!” 
he said enthusiastically. 

Alex sat down to eat with us, 
gathered over a round table. We had 

, a giant Amazon lungfi sh, served in 

Aiming high
The ex-prisoners at Sao 
Paulo’s Gastromotiva 
restaurant hope they 
might get to make 
dishes at Michelin-
starred D.O.M one day
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VITAL 
STATISTICS
Capital: Brasília
Population: 205 million
Languages: Portuguese; tribal languages
Time: GMT-3 (Coast & Brasília); GMT-4 
(Mato Grosso, Mato Grosso do Sul, 
western Pará, Rondonia, Roraima);  
GMT-5 (Acre, West Amazonas). Some 
areas observe daylight saving.
International dialling code: +55
Visas: Not required by UK nationals
Money: Real (R$), currently around  
R$5.8 to the UK£. ATMs are widespread 
and credit cards widely accepted.

When to go  
BELÉM

■ Belém is equatorial – temperatures 
range between the mid-30°C and low 
20°C year round. January-April is height 
of the east Amazon rainy season: up to 
400mm of rain daily. Few visitors.
■ Rain diminishes. June-December is 
driest, with occasional heavy rain 
showers and sunny afternoons with blue 
skies. River levels highest May-July and 
lowest August-December, making these 
latter months the best for seeing wildlife.
■ Cirio de Nazare festival (usually 
second weekend of October) – the 
biggest festival in northern Brazil, with 
street parties and religious parades.

SÃO PAULO

■ Wettest months; up to 240mm of rain  
in January.
■ Dry and cool; night time temperatures 
dropping below 15°C, days in the low 
20°C. July and August are driest months, 
best for coastal beaches.
■ Carnival. São Paulo’s is one of the 
biggest and most spectacular in Brazil.

THE TRIP
 
The author travelled with Culture 
Xplorers (+1 215 870 3585, 
culturexplorers.com). A similar nine-day 
tailormade itinerary including domestic 
flights, all trips, guides, lodging and most 
meals costs from £2,980pp, based  
on two sharing. There are two set 
small-group departures scheduled for 
2016: 26 June and 4 September. 

Getting there
TAP (flytap.com) flies from London 

Heathrow to Belém via Lisbon, returning 
from São Paulo; fares from £720. Journey 
time is 8-10hrs to Belém, 12-14hrs from 
São Paulo, including plane changes. 

Getting around
TAM (tam.com.br) runs internal 

flights. Flight time from Belém to São 
Paulo is 3.5hrs.

Cost of travel
The plummeting Brazilian real  

has seen the country turn from one  
of South America’s most expensive 
destinations to one of its cheapest in  
the space of just 18 months. Expect to 
spend around £20 a day staying in 
hostels and eating cheap. Staying in 
air-conditioned hotels and dining at 
better restaurants will cost you between 
£45 and £60 a day. Luxury is available 
from around £120 a day. 

As a guide, a can of beer costs R$2 
(35p), a cup of coffee R$1 (16p), a bottle  
of water R$3 (50p).

More online
Visit www.wanderlust.co.uk/161 

for links to more content:
ARCHIVE ARTICLES
♦ South America trip planner:  
8 incredible routes – issue 158
♦ Legends of Iguazú Falls  – issue 156
♦ Off-grid in southern Bahia  – issue 151
PLANNING GUIDES
♦ Brazil travel guide
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1Ilha do Marajó One of the world’s 
largest river islands, fringed with 

fabulous beaches, thick with virgin 
forest, and boasting a police force that 
patrols on water buffalos.

2Ver-o-Peso market, Belém The 
Amazon’s largest fruit, vegetable 

and food market. It sells a fabulous 
array of completely unfamiliar produce 
– from bizarre armour-plated fish to 
love potions, arts and crafts, and 
freshly harvested Brazil nuts.

3Theatro da Paz Opera House, 
Belém A lavish neoclassical theatre 

based on Milan’s Scala and built in 
Italian marble and English iron with 
rubber boom money. See a concert in 
the newly refurbished auditorium.

4Templarios, Belém The Amazon’s 
wildest music venue plays 

psychedelic surf guitar music and 
carimbó to a cool, alternative crowd.
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Accommodation
Hostels are the cheapest option 

in Brazil. Expect to pay around £7 for  
a bed in a dormitory. Pousadas (inns) 
range from simple guesthouses to plush 
establishments verging on boutique 
hotels; these generally cost between 
£20 and £50 a night. Well-appointed 
modern hotel rooms cost between  
£40 and £80; rooms in the more 
luxurious hotels in São Paulo or Rio  
will cost from £120. All prices usually 
include a generous breakfast.

Food & drink
Brazil is an increasingly exciting 

culinary destination, with the northern 
region – which includes Belém – one  
of the country’s real foodie highlights. 
Be sure to try the river fish (including 
firm-fleshed, juicy tambaqui and pacu), 
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5Pinacoteca do Estado, São Paulo  
A sweeping collection of Brazilian 

art and photography. Be sure to visit  
the complex’s Resistance Memorial  
and museum to those lost under the 
dictatorship, on the ground floor.

6Terraço Itália, São Paulo Dreadful 
restaurant with extraordinary views 

of the endless sea of skyscrapers that 
makes-up São Paulo’s skyline.

7Ibirapuera Park, São Paulo The 
tiny green lung of the megalopolis 

makes a welcome break from the 
concrete. It is home to a string of iconic 
Oscar Niemeyer buildings as well as 
several interesting museums including 
the Museu Afro Brasil.

8Ubatuba, São Paulo After the city 
you’ll crave the beach, and nowhere 

in Brazil has better sand than this little 
place. Come during the week to miss 
the Paulistano weekenders.

4

5

1

3

6

2

takaka (a tart prawn soup served in 
manioc juice and spiced with tingly 
jambu leaves) and the Amazon power 
berries – açai and camu camu —  
best taken juiced. 

São Paulo is famous for its fine dining 
establishments, such as D.O.M, but it  
also has the largest ethnic Japanese 
community outside Japan, and an 
associated proliferation of great sushi 
and sashimi restaurants, especially in 
Liberdade. The locals love pizza 
paulistana, which comes laden with far 
more cheese than the Italian original.

What to pack
Essential extras include light, 

long-sleeved shirts and trousers; 
repellent and a mosquito net for Belém 
and the Ilha do Marajó; and a raincoat 
and jumper for São Paulo’s cool nights.

 Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun 

 Jul Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec

 Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun 

 Jul Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec

Health & safety
Yellow fever, hepatitis A and B 

and typhoid vaccinations are 
recommended for Belém, as well as 
malaria prophylaxis for the Ilha do Marajó 
(although there is currently no malaria 
around Soure town). Hepatitis A and B 
jabs are recommended for São Paulo too, 
where there is also a small risk of 
catching dengue fever. 

Take cabs at night in Belém and  
São Paulo. Keep cameras in bags and  
do not wear expensive jewellery while 
out walking the streets.

Further reading  
& information 

Brazil (Footprint, 2014), by the author  
of this article, is the most up to date 
guidebook and is particularly strong on 
Belém and São Paulo. New edition due 
January 2016. Footprint is the only 
publisher to have separate pocket  
Focus Guides to São Paulo and the 
Amazon region (including Belém and 
Marajó island), which are downloadable 
from footprinttravelguides.com.
www.lata.org Latin American Travel 
Association
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